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ABSTRACT

Visualizations have a potentially enormous influence on how data are used to make decisions across all areas of human endeavor. However, it is not clear how this power connects to ethical duties: what obligations do we have when it comes to visualizations and visual analytics systems, beyond our duties as scientists and engineers? Drawing on historical and contemporary examples, I address the moral components of the design and use of visualizations, identify some ongoing areas of visualization research with ethical dilemmas, and propose a set of additional moral obligations that we have as designers, builders, and researchers of visualizations.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In the wake of leaked information about the NSA’s spying program, Rogaway wrote “The Moral Character of Cryptographic Work” [86]. In that paper, he argues that the work of academics and engineers in cryptography has an inescapable moral character: it shifts power amongst social groups, and so has an inherent political impact on society, for good or ill. Critical movements in cartography [27, 28, 103] and data science [18, 29] have begun to analyze how the use (and abuse) of data shifts structures of power. Visualization work has the same capacity, and so must also be analyzed with respect to its moral character. As per Rogaway:

CCS CONCEPTS

• Human-centered computing → Visualization theory, concepts and paradigms; • Security and privacy → Social aspects of security and privacy.
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ACM Reference Format:
I suspect that many of you see no real connection between social, political, and ethical values and what you work on. You don’t build bombs, experiment on people, or destroy the environment. You don’t spy on populations. You hack math and write papers. This doesn’t sound ethically laden. I want to show you that it is.

In this paper I will draw on the history of visualization and analytics to illustrate that all visualization research, no matter how superficially apolitical or trivial, has a moral character. I will then illustrate how this moral character is reflected in conflicts between virtues that arise in current emerging areas of visualization research, and how they might be balanced. My goal with this work is both to promote caution and contemplation in visualization research (in that we should stop doing unethical work) but also to present new opportunities for research and growth (in that we should study the broader impact of our work and look for new areas to explore and problems to solve).

In the first two sections of this paper I will address the common feeling that data and data visualization, respectively, are apolitical or somehow ethically neutral, and that therefore we lack moral obligations with regards to how data are collected and visualized. It is this tendency to view our work as the mere reporting or structuring of objective fact that is most dangerous to me. Heidegger [51] specifically calls out the danger of this perspective:

Everywhere we remain unfree and chained to technology, whether we passionately affirm or deny it. But we are delivered over to it in the worst possible way when we regard it as something neutral.

In the final two sections of the paper, I will address current trends in visualization research that appear to have ethical implications. I will then use these case studies as a basis to propose additional obligations that visualization researchers have in addition to their existing moral obligations as scientists, teachers, and citizens.

2 AGAINST THE NEUTRALITY OF DATA

It is tempting to claim that visualization is an ethically neutral activity because we are merely reporting the data, and data are just facts about the world. It’s not our problem how these facts are collected, or who uses them. We’re just the middle-man (or, more nefariously, the man in the middle [26]) between a stakeholder and their data. Provided that we did not introduce bias or intentionally deceive when presenting our data, we completed our duties. However, data are not naturally occurring phenomenon. The world does not spontaneously quantify, curate, or data-mine itself. Rather, the process of observing the world and quantifying it is a political act, and deserves ethical consideration [6].

Heidegger identifies quantification as the hallmark of modern technology: the turning of things (and people) into "standing reserves" of resources [51]. A river is not just a flowing thing to be admired, it’s a certain amount of megawatts of power if connected to a hydroelectric dam. An acre of forest is not just a scenic location, but a reserve of charcoal and lumber and so on. Modern technological systems are not (just) alienating, but an entire reframing of how we relate to the world around us in terms of exploiting and utilizing resources. And people are, of course, no exception. The collection of mass data about people is a way of turning them into a standing reserve (of ad revenue, of content creators, of soldiers, of bodies).

This collection of data, and the distillation of people into data, has tremendous political power. Gottfried Achenwall coined the term "Statistik" to be the "science of the state" in his 1752 work Constitution of the Present Leading European States. The collection of vital statistics was initially intended to be undertaken by the state for such organizational purposes as determining the size of a tax base, or the amount of trees available for naval vessels. This initial data collection was by no means apolitical: the proper data set can help start wars (Fig. 2). Nor has this centralized and political use and meaning of statistics disappeared in the digital age: one of the first uses of computing machines to process statistical population data were the machines that IBM's
subsidiary Dehomag developed for the Nazi regime, which were used to expedite and support the Final Solution [11, 34]. The relative emotional distance of collecting and reporting on data (as opposed to managing and reporting on people) arguably contributed to the uniquely bureaucratic horrors of the Holocaust [99], and to what Hannah Arendt refers to as the “banality of evil” [3].

Conversely, refraining from collecting data likewise has political and ethical consequences. Within academia, the convenience sampling of so-called WEIRD populations (Western, Educated, Industrialized, Rich, and Democratic) constrains the broader applicability of findings [52], and excludes populations from consideration in later designs. This imbalance in data collection can result in unequal outcomes, as with the example of the over-representation of white faces in computer vision benchmarks resulting in commercial products that fail to accurately detect or model the faces of people with darker skin [20]. Absence of data can be engineered for political ends: the Trump administration’s attempt to add a question about citizenship to the U.S. census is likely an attempt to dissuade non-citizens from answering the census in fear of retaliation [101], and so therefore to guide the distribution of state resources away from areas with larger immigrant populations.

There is no such thing as an objective view from nowhere: rather, knowledge is situated [49] within our perspectives and circumscribed by the limits of our experience. Therefore, data are not neutral and objective facts about the world—there is no such thing as “raw” data [46]. Data are always collected or processed by someone, for some aim. Often the work that goes into collecting and structuring data is made invisible [31, 33]. Often, too, are the purposes for which these data are collected and used given less importance than data as an abstract puzzle to be solved or a collection of insights to be gathered. The emerging field of “critical data science” [29] seeks to examine how data reinforce or challenge systems of power, and to “undo” [17] assumptions that collecting more data inevitably results in an increase in efficiency or a decrease in bias.

3 AGAINST THE NEUTRALITY OF VISUALIZATION

Well-designed visualizations are often conceived of as clear depictions of objective data. Drucker [38] views this framing as particularly dangerous:

While it may seem like an extreme statement, I think the ideology of almost all current information visualization is anathema to humanistic thought, antipathetic to its aims and values. The persuasive and seductive rhetorical force of visualization performs such a powerful reification of information that graphics such as Google Maps

![Source-destination map](a) Source-destination map [19]

![Flow map](b) Flow map [73]

Figure 3: Two visualizations from the Nazi regime’s “Heim ins Reich” (Home to the Reich) campaign. This campaign was meant to promote the resettlement of ethnic Germans from other parts of Europe to newly conquered territories in Poland. The first map merely mentions that the existing Polish and Jewish population will be resettled; the second map does not mention them at all. Also invisible are the original borders of the annexed Polish state.

are taken to be simply a presentation of “what is,” as if all critical thought had been precipitously and completely jettisoned.

In other words, visualizations often depict data as a given, a collection of facts about the world that brook no argument or disagreement. Visualizations are often used as part of a rhetorical appeal to the authority and expertise of the people communicating the data [85], and can stifle critical or contradictory voices who do not have their own data sets to point to. Even the language we use to discuss and critique visualizations can echo implicit biases and inequalities present in society at large [53]. Designers often exclude representation of factors like the uncertainty of the data or the variability
of forecasts for reasons of complexity, scope, or anticipated innumeracy in the audience [15, 48], which can contribute to the perception that the data are immutable truths about the world, rather than designed artifacts representing one flawed, incomplete, and potentially idiosyncratic set of structured observations. The clean lines and structured layouts of traditional visualizations communicate authority and certainty in implicit but measurable ways [61]. While visualizations can be used to promote exploration and further questioning (as in the “martini glass” [88] structured narrative visualization), often designers must use unconventional designs to promote self-critique or skepticism [104].

Another concern is that data visualization, by presenting the data (rather than the people behind the data), can result in “cruel” and “inhuman” [37] charts. That is, by treating a chart of casualty figures as no different qualitatively than a chart of employment statistics, visualizations can hide the ethical and human suffering underlying the data. The infographics of the Nazi regime are a particularly heinous (but by no means unique) example of this erasure. For example Fig. 3 shows the colonization of conquered lands in full detail while relegating information about the forced resettlement and likely death of the original occupants to a caption.

Visualization creates an inherent separation between the people impacted by the data and the people consuming the data. The abstraction, quantification, and digital presentation creates what Baudrillard calls “virtualization” [8]: an air of unreality about the needs and suffering of people of concern. Likewise, Cairo [106] mentions that “I am just very skeptical to the idea that data visualization is a medium that can convey (or even care about conveying) or increase ‘empathy’,” and recent experiments by Boy et al. [16] suggest that even designs where the human component of data are made more prominent can fail to significantly impact our empathy with human suffering.

All visualizations are rhetorical, and have the potential to persuade [80]. Minor choices in how these charts are designed and presented can alter the message that people take away [56], occasionally without conscious knowledge; e.g., the biasing title of a visualization may not be recalled, but can still impact the remembered contents of a chart [64].

Visualization researchers may attempt to sidestep the rhetorical power of charts by separating visualizations into genres of infographics (that are meant for general audiences and can be used for persuasion) and statistical graphics (that are meant for experts and are actively discouraged from having adornments or embellishments [7]). However, relatively unadorned visualizations in the style of statistical graphics have a long history of use by politicians to bolster their arguments (as in Fig 5).

Likewise, visualizations do not have to be explicitly placed in a political or argumentative context in order to be intended as persuasive. For instance, while the chart in Fig. 4 may appear to be a statement of demographic fact, its author, civil rights activist W.E.B. Du Bois, intended it to implicitly function as part of an argument about the status and trajectory of African-Americans [40]:

Thus all art is propaganda and ever must be, despite the wailing of the purists. I stand in utter shamelessness and say that whatever art I have for writing has been used always for propaganda for gaining the right of black folk to love and enjoy. I do not care a damn for any art that is not used for propaganda. But I do care when propaganda is confined to one side while the other is stripped and silent...

In our own work, the assumption that attempting to persuade with visualizations is only the goal of the propagandist, and that scientific visualization and statistical graphics are therefore above such considerations, cedes rhetorical ground to the groups that do not have such scruples.

In response to these issues, and drawing on similar concerns and methods from the “critical cartography” [28, 75] movement in GIS, Dörk et al. have called for a “critical infovis” [36] movement with the goal of making explicit the values and politics of visualizations. Likewise, D’Ignazio and Klein articulate the notion of “data feminism” [32] where the power imbalances in the process of designing and deploying data visualizations are centered.
(a) Ronald Reagan uses a chart as part of a public address from the Oval Office in support of the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981, showing the difference between the Republican and Democratic tax cut plans.

(b) Al Gore uses a chart (and a scissors lift) as part of his movie *An Inconvenient Truth* to show the connection between temperature and carbon dioxide, and the unprecedented scale of recent increases.

Figure 5: Charts lend authority and the perception of objectivity to arguments. Designers of all charts, not just infographics or educational graphs, must be mindful of how visualizations can be used to persuade.

### 4 CONCERNING TRENDS IN VISUALIZATION RESEARCH

There are several emerging areas of interest in the visualization community where work (or the lack of work) is a cause for concern. These areas are places where *power* and *responsibility* are being allocated in ways that could lead to unethical or irresponsible practice and outcomes. While a full review of all topics of visualization research, and their associated ethical considerations, is out of the scope of this paper, I selected these areas as representing ongoing areas of research where there are values and virtues in *conflict*. That is, emerging topics where there may not be a single clear path forward (as in rule-based deontological ethics), but where researchers will have to balance and cultivate opposing ethical principles (as in virtue ethics [58]). Virtue ethics does not generate prescriptive rules to follow or objective measures of success [71]. Rather, this framing suggests mutual (occasionally conflicting) values to cultivate.

I conclude each topic with a list of *design dilemmas*: open-ended expressions of ethical implications that might arise from visualization research in these areas.

#### Automated Analysis

One primary goal of visualization is the affordance of "insights": complex, deep, qualitative, unexpected, and relevant [77] revelations. In order to support insights, systems are beginning to explore the concept of automatic recommendations and analyses [93, 108]. The promise of these methods is that analysts can instantly discover important relationships in data, without having to spend many hours exploring trivial or uninteresting patterns.

Figure 6: Systems that seek to automatically locate "insights" in datasets can save time for users, and assist users without strong backgrounds in statistics. However, they can promote noise over signal, and lead to unjustified conclusions. How do we empower users without supporting potentially dangerous decision-making?

However, analytics systems (or their consumers) may lack the statistical tools to *validate* insights. Therefore, analysts may come away with conclusions from visualizations that are empirically false or statistically unsupported [10, 107]. Automatic methods can exacerbate this problem [10], and create what Pu and Kay call "p-hacking machines" [83].

Unfortunately, "p-hacking machines" are alluring from an end-user perspective. Finding *something* is a better user experience than finding *nothing*. People may lack the statistical expertise to properly make use of factors that might contextualize the importance of patterns in visualizations, like confidence intervals [9] or probability information [74]. Very few visual analytics systems guide users not just to interesting data, but also through the process of analyzing such findings statistically [95]. Fewer still take into account decision-making biases and attempt to correct for analytical paths not taken [97].
Figure 7: Visualizing Machine Learning models creates a conflict between transparency in decision-making, and managing the complexity. This trade-off also appears to come at the expense of accuracy. Is it more important to have a more understandable model, or a more accurate one?

An ethical concern with this research is therefore that we are enabling bad behavior (unjustified, incorrect, and potentially damaging conclusions from data) without adequate care for the people that can be harmed by decisions based on these conclusions, or adequate understanding about the literacy and capabilities of the people who we are empowering with these automated tools.

A further concern is that our interactive systems only exacerbate the “garden of forking paths”[45] problem that has contributed to the replication crisis in the sciences. Visualization research itself has many of the same issues as problematic work in other fields [66]. By not creating robust ways of visualizing findings we therefore risk our own credibility as well.

However, automatic insights, by allowing people to quickly discover important facets of their data, can empower people without the time or expertise to discover these findings alone. Systems with excessive guidance or constraints also reduce the agency of the user. There is therefore a potential conflict between democratizing data analytics and promoting statistically sound decision-making (Fig. 6).

Design Dilemmas: How much guidance should analytics systems provide to users? How prescriptive should such systems be in forbidding or advising against actions that are likely to lead to statistically spurious conclusions?

Machine Learning

Machine learning methods are powerful tools for structuring and making predictions with data, and are present in many critical areas of our society, from finance to college admissions. The resulting models are often opaque, and fail to gracefully allow appeals from people who have been wrongfully or prejudicially categorized [78]. We have a moral duty (and, in some cases, a legal duty [96]) to communicate decision-making based on ML to the populations that are impacted by it. Communication in this way provides much needed context for decisions that seem misguided or callous, and allow those impacted by the decisions to appeal their decisions or seek better outcomes [68]. Legal scholars such as Citron have argued for the right to “technological due process” [24] in the face of opaque algorithmic decision-making.

Despite this obligation, and the historical positioning of visualization as a way of presenting statistical information to wider audiences, much of the prominent work on visualizing ML focuses on expert users [91, 102]. An ethical concern is that we are therefore empowering the creators of ML models, but are not empowering the people affected by these models. That is, we are not focused on transparently communicating why a particular model made a choice (about one’s eligibility for a loan, or eligibility for parole) to audiences without deep statistical expertise.

Venues such as the 2018 Workshop on Visualization for AI Explainability (http://visxai.io/) are beginning to collect scholarship in this area, and online platforms such as Distill (https://distill.pub/) are beginning to collect public-facing “explainers” of ML concepts, but currently there are no standard methods and few success stories of visually communicating algorithmic decisions to the general audience. Even the very definition of what it means for an ML model to be “interpretable” is ill-defined and sometimes contradictory [70]. On the ML side, work on explainability is often considered in terms of numerically representing the contribution of particular features [72, 84], despite the fact that long lists of feature contributions may be difficult to interpret, or fail to speak to the domain expertise of the analyst. Methods in common use in the field, such as saliency maps [63] or model prototypes [62], are often poor conceptual models of ML behavior. Optimizing for human understanding of models often requires empirical testing and optimization independent of the modeling itself [23].

Simple models may be more explainable [47], but they are often less accurate. The values of transparency and utility may therefore be in conflict (Fig. 7). We want to give the people impacted by our models the opportunity to correct errors, identify points of unfairness, and in general have agency in the decisions that affect them. On the other hand, reducing complexity to afford explainability could result in performance losses that result in worse outcomes. Likewise, there are costs even for successful explanations of ML models and decision-making. Bad actors can game the system at the expense of those who are participating fairly, as with the “cabal” [59] of romance writers who engaged in a number of questionable activities (such as self-plagiarizing and misleading advertising) in order to consistently appear at the top of Amazon’s ranking algorithms. Full transparency in models, especially in models built from demographic data, can also compromise the privacy of those who have had their data collected (as in social network data [98]).
Visual analytics systems are increasing in both complexity and importance. Combined with the “garden of forking paths” problem mentioned above, this large number of potential actions means that it is becoming increasingly difficult to articulate exactly what steps an analyst took in order to produce a particular chart or to arrive at a particular conclusion. This need becomes even more important as analytical systems become more tightly integrated with machine learning, which can be non-deterministic in its output, or highly dependent on hyperparameters in its input.

An unmet ethical challenge in visualization is therefore to visualize the provenance of data and decision-making. Communicating the decisions that an analyst took, and affording different decisions, is a key component of both affording criticism and supporting transparency in data-driven decision-making. Much of visualization work is instead focused on affording exploration and analysis, rather than communication of how this exploration and analysis was performed [67]. There is initial work in increasing the transparency of visualizations: systems like Vistrails [21] and Hindsight [42] represent initial steps at visualizing scientific workflows and user viewing histories, respectively. Similarly, "literate visualization" [105] has the goal of making the design decisions that lead to a final visualization documented and transparent. However, very few visual analytics systems are built with the goal of analytical transparency in mind.

Notebook-style interfaces such as Jupyter and Observable and other literate programming environments such as R markdown represent important ecosystems for the transparent communication of analyses, but require coding or scripting expertise to construct. In contrast, popular visual analytics systems (such as Tableau, PowerBI, and Spotfire) heavily rely on GUIs and do not require coding expertise to use. There is therefore a gap between ease of analysis and ease of documentation, further muddying the waters between exploratory and confirmatory analytics.

Design Dilemmas: How much abstraction or approximation should we use when communicating complex ML models? What standards or expectations should we cultivate when choosing to visualize algorithmic decision-making?

Provenance

Design Dilemmas: How, and how many, alternate design or analytical decisions should we surface to the user? Should we audit or structure the provenance of a visualization in order to surface irregularities?

5 WHAT ARE OUR OBLIGATIONS AS VISUALIZATION RESEARCHERS?

Visualization, especially visualization research, operates at the intersection of science, communication, and engineering. We have certain ethical obligations as scientists (for instance, to avoid breaches of consent and excesses of harm laid out in codes of research conduct such as the Declaration of Helsinki [5]). Likewise, we have ethical obligations as engineers (for instance, to avoid doing shoddy work or work dangerous to the public good) as laid out in professional codes of conduct such as the ACM’s code of ethics [2]. Lastly, insofar as we are presenting data to the public, we have ethical obligations as journalists (for instance, to issue corrections and disclose conflicts of interest), as laid out in codes of conduct such as the SPJ’s code of ethics [41].

Beyond the obligation of the component parts of visualization praxis, we also have obligations in that we have a great deal of power over how people ultimately make use of data, both in the patterns they see and the conclusions they draw [26]. We are often the first and only contact a person might have with an underlying store of data. This gives us special access to impacted populations, and special responsibilities as we control the curation, presentation, rhetorical content of the visualizations we create. Visualizations systems we create also embody design principles concerning democratization, transparency, clarity, and automation that lend their use a unique moral signature.
In the following subsections I will present three ethical challenges of visualization work, related to visibility, privacy, and power. I will briefly describe how visualization work impacts these realms, and suggest some virtues or related principles that can ameliorate the negative impact of visualization work in these spheres. In the spirit of virtue ethics, I do not view these principles as unimpeachable or absolute. Therefore, I end each section with a list of potential caveats, where adherence to these principles can have unwanted ethical impacts, or where there exist virtues whose cultivation may directly conflict with the principles I propose.

Make the Invisible Visible
There are many potentially invisible aspects of a visualization (Fig. 1). These non-visualized components such as the choices (and labor) that went into collecting and curating the data, or the populations that could be impacted by the decisions made by viewers of these visualizations, have a non-trivial impact on the good (or harm) that a visualization can do. I echo the view of Dörk et al. [36] that we have a responsibility to make the invisible visible:

We ought to visualize hidden labor. Properly acknowledging and rewarding people for their labor is a key component of fairness. Certain kinds of labor (especially those performed by marginalized groups) are under-represented or under-valued in our current schemes of commodification or valuation. For instance, the “emotional labor” [54] of people in service and nursing-related professions is often overlooked. Echoing D’Ignazio and Klein [33], I believe that the labor that goes into collecting, curating, and archiving data, and the further work of analyzing the data, is often invisible in visualizations. Visualizations are often presented as finished products, with the steps in their construction (and alternative steps not taken) hidden from view. Beyond fairness in attribution, making this labor visible is also of benefit to the progress of the field as a whole. Making the labor of analysis and data prep visible will contribute to reproducibility and openness, and will also facilitate in the creation of established standards. Making design and research visible (including surfacing intermediate or failed prototypes) will serve as points of inspiration for other designers, or warnings about potential unfruitful avenues of effort.

We ought to visualize hidden uncertainty. Uncertainty is an inescapable component of data collection and analysis, yet it is often hidden from the end user for reasons of complexity or anticipated literacy. Recent work in novel visualizations of uncertainty has specifically targeted general audiences [48, 60] and shown that the ability of the general public to make use of uncertainty information can be quite high given the right kind of visual presentation. Weather data, personal informatics, and electoral polling are all examples where the general public is presented with data with an inescapable component of uncertainty. The way that this uncertainty is presented can have measurable impacts on decision-making. For instance the perceived risk of hurricanes is impacted by how their paths are depicted [87], and voter turnout in elections can be impacted by the race’s perceived closeness [4], which in turn can be impacted by how the polling data are presented [25]. To encourage better decision-making (or more uncertainty-aware decision-making), we must investigate the design space of uncertainty visualization and how to measure its impact on our audiences, just as we would also wish to measure task speed or accuracy [57].

We ought to visualize hidden impacts. The ACM Future of Computing Academy has called for writers of academic papers to make the potential impacts (especially the potential negative impacts) of academic work to be made explicit [50]. Visualization work often focuses on the positive aspects of a system (for instance, its ease of use, or the speed or accuracy with which analysts conduct their tasks), but rarely on the potential of these systems for harm or misuse. For instance, what harm could be done using the new classes of insights afforded by the visualization system? What groups or individuals may be impacted by the work but do not fit the data model in use? Are there immoral or predatory domains that could make use of the proposed techniques? Beyond these potentially extreme examples of negative impacts, there are potential negative impacts even for visualizations that have been judged to have succeeded in their goals. For instance, will people be harmed if and when the system ceases to be supported (a common occurrence for systems developed in academia)? What are the opportunity costs (in terms of training, collaboration time, and student or developer labor) associated with the system? Do all of the components of the ultimate value of the visualization [92] have a positive sign, from a consequentialist perspective?

Caveats: Visualizations are already complex and multifaceted artifacts, and designers frequently struggle with issues of comprehensibility and the literacy of their audience. Visualizing additional facets of the data, even for laudatory reasons of transparency and accountability, only exacerbate these issues. In addition to making visualizations more difficult to interpret (and so limiting their audience), depicting uncertainty and counter-narratives without proper care can weaken the rhetorical impact of visualizations. Managing complexity is therefore a virtue in design that can be in direct opposition with the desire to visualize the invisible.

Collect Data With Empathy
Ceglowski places many of the ills of the current internet at the hands of “investor storytime” [22]: the failure that existing data models are not quite up to the task of performing feats like microtargeting ads or predicting user behavior, but that
they will be *if only we collect more, and more personal* data. This goal results in an increasing pressure to collect as much data as possible to improve models or build bigger pictures or discover more context. The resulting ecosystem of omnipresent data collection means that it is becoming easier and easier to breach the privacy of users with relatively little effort [94]. Visualization is well-positioned to explicitly push against the pressure to collect more and more data by better communicating data’s value and impact to analysts. We also have the option of contextualizing and curating data in a way that is respectful of our larger sets of shared values:

We ought to **encourage “small data.”** boyd and Crawford claim that “bigger data are not always better data” [18]. The collection of additional data is not just an expenditure of time and resources, it can also intrusively erode the privacy and agency of the people who are subject to this data collection. Even if a particular dataset is used for a population’s benefit, merely setting or eroding expectations of how much data one “needs” to perform analysis can have negative repercussions for vulnerable populations in the future. Designers of visualizations and analytics systems should be able to communicate how much data is “enough,” and condition analysts to accept tradeoffs of accuracy or certainty in exchange for concision and protection.

We ought to **anthropomorphize data.** Much of visualization’s power comes from the power of abstraction, but this creates a gap between populations and how they are represented in visualizations: quantization and virtualization of human beings stymies empathy. Designers must attempt to cross this gap between map and territory, especially for visualizations with high moral stakes such as those concerning human suffering. Proposed solutions to recenter human beings in data visualizations using person-shaped glyphs has not been shown to produce any additional empathic response [16], but including actual human beings in visualizations can help communicate complex phenomena [90] and contribute to human interest in, and memorability of, visualizations [13, 14]. Visualizations designers may have to borrow techniques from journalism and rhetoric, and propose novel designs or interventions, in order to foster empathy and spur action using visualizations.

We ought to **obfuscate data to protect privacy.** Visualization designers often have privileged access to sensitive datasets, and are then charged with communicating these datasets to wider public spheres. The privacy and consent of the people whose data we collect or measure is therefore of paramount ethical importance. People are often unfamiliar with how much data is really collected or collectible through public APIs or other services. These inadvertent exposures of data, combined with the ability of visualizations to highlight previously unseen patterns and trends, can result in severe breaches of confidentiality and privacy, as with the recent use of fitness tracking company Strava’s user heatmap and public API to identify the locations and internal layouts of U.S. military bases [55]. Preserving the privacy of the people in our dataset may involve novel designs [30] or interactive workflows [98]. Both classes of techniques involve aggregating, fuzzing, or otherwise restructuring data to preserve privacy. A related component of this obfuscation is then communicating the upper limit of accuracy or detail to analysts.

**Caveats:** Restricting the type and amount of data that we collect has a direct impact on the quality and scope of our analyses. It may be laudatory to avoid collecting unnecessary information, but seemingly irrelevant fields can result in serendipitous discoveries that might not have otherwise been possible. Limiting the scope of data collection also entails a form of selection bias that could result in biased or unjust conclusions arising from a lack of context. Aggregation to preserve privacy also can result in seemingly contradictory conclusions such as Simpson’s Paradox. Our obligation to **provide context and analytical power** can therefore stand in direct opposition to the empathic collection of data.

Likewise, our empathic judgments can be biased or otherwise fraught. For instance, Nagel’s concept of *moral luck* [100] notes the role that blind chance plays on our moral judgments. For instance, attempted murderers receive lighter sentences than murderers who succeed in killing their victims, even if their intent and actions were identical. Similarly, Bloom [12] argues that our visceral empathic reactions can be misused in service of violent or discriminatory ends. Cultivating our *sympathy* may therefore cause us to come in conflict with *institutional fairness.* Patil et al [81] argue for a checklist-based system of ethical reflection to circumvent these complexities.

**Challenge Structures of Power**

Satirist Peter Finley Dunne suggested that one of the jobs of newspapers is to “comfort the afflicted” and “afflict the comfortable.” Data visualizations do not often achieve these goals. The process of collecting data still requires money, time, access, and storage, which inherently gives the advantage and priority to governments and corporations with access to those resources. Many of the resources for performing academic research likewise originate from powerful governments or corporations. The academic visualisation focus on esoteric or otherwise complex datasets means that the intended audience of a visualization is often those with high scientific, mathematic, and visual literacies rather than wider and more general audiences. Visualization work should be concerned with imbalances in power, and focus on distributing power in more equitable ways, and to more ethical ends:

We ought to **support data “due process”**. Citron’s [24] notion of a technological due process highlights the danger that automated and data-driven decision-making has
We believe in. This could be a relatively low-cost endeavor. Alternative datasets about issues of current concern would exclude those with ethical concerns from decision-making. Likewise, organizational power may seek to circumvent or the financial or political security to engage in such tactics. Perceived ethical lapses in companies, but many may lack the financial or political security to engage in such tactics. Marginalized groups do not often have access to the same set of resources, and so are under-represented in data-based conversations. Conversely, groups may have financial or political interest in muddying the waters around debates of fact such as climate change or humanitarian crises. Just as it is considered laudatory to donate time or money to charitable causes, we should also donate a portion of our expertise in the presentation of information to advocate or amplify causes we believe in. This could be a relatively low-cost endeavor. For instance, many visualization papers use a similar set of standard datasets to illustrate or evaluate their designs. These datasets often have limited relevance or importance. Our ethical obligations therefore may or may not reflect the letter of the law. Compounding this issue is that many of these algorithmic systems are of sufficient size or complexity that there are no clear procedures for visualizing them, especially for audiences that lack statistical expertise or extensive context about the domain. We therefore also have design research and pedagogical responsibilities to ensure that we are giving people agency and representation in ways that are useful and understandable.

We ought to act as data advocates. Visualizations have rhetorical strength and political power. Government agencies and corporations have explicit resources dedicated to the design and publication of annual reports and data reporting. Marginalized groups do not often have access to the same set of resources, and so are under-represented in data-based conversations. Conversely, groups may have financial or political interest in muddying the waters around debates of fact such as climate change or humanitarian crises. Just as it is considered laudatory to donate time or money to charitable causes, we should also donate a portion of our expertise in the presentation of information to advocate or amplify causes we believe in. This could be a relatively low-cost endeavor. For instance, many visualization papers use a similar set of standard datasets to illustrate or evaluate their designs. These datasets often have limited relevance or importance. Alternative datasets about issues of current concern would also suffice to show that a system operates correctly, but could increase the visibility of ongoing injustices. We ought to pressure or slow unethical analytical behavior. In response to abuses by U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) agency, Amazon employees circulated an internal memo asking CEO Jeff Bezos to cut ties with the agency [89]. Google researcher Jack Poulson, inter alia, resigned from Google over ethical concerns about the design of a search engine that censors internet content in mainland China [44, 82]. Public resignations and dissent can surface perceived ethical lapses in companies, but many may lack the financial or political security to engage in such tactics. Likewise, organizational power may seek to circumvent or exclude those with ethical concerns from decision-making: Google’s senior management reportedly kept its censorship project secret from the internal teams that typically engage with the ethical implications of Google’s work [43]. Even for those outside of such organizations, the very companies or governments engaged in ethical lapses are also frequently the source of funds and exposure for visualization research both in academia and industrial research. In such cases where one is unwilling or unable to risk retaliation to stop or speak out against unethical work, other options are the intentional sabotage or slowdown of labor. Within the context of visualization work, this could be overestimation of budgets of money and time, underestimation of result quality, or unnecessary delays (say, for additional user testing or ablation studies). Such sabotage may involve a conflict between ethical, professional and perhaps even legal duties, and should not be undertaken lightly.

Caveats: Conspiracy theorists, political extremists, and corporate interests (such as the tobacco and oil industries) make use of the margins of discourse, counter-narratives, and doubt to advance agendas that rely on the general public discarding the opinion of experts. These bad-faith epistemologies combined with the increasingly fractal nature of academic study has resulted in what Nichols calls “the death of expertise” [76]: a ongoing and increasing hostility to scientific and technocratic sources of knowledge. While people and organizations collecting data may be in positions of power compared to the general public, they might be at a further power disadvantage compared to these organizations that do not want the public to have access to or comprehension of particular information. The goal of promoting truth and suppressing falsehood may require amplifying existing structures of expertise and power, and suppressing conflicts for the sake of rhetorical impact.

6 CONCLUSION

This work presents some of the pressing ethical considerations of visualization work, but it functions as neither a complete survey of this space nor an exhaustive and prescriptive decision criteria to guarantee that a visualization was designed or deployed ethically (given the disagreements that rational people can have over what constitutes a moral course of action, no such criterion is likely to exist). Future work requires both developing a new pedagogy for instilling the right values in visualization designers and researchers as well as post-hoc studies of the ethical impact of visualization work in the existing moral landscapes.

It is my intention that this work functions as both a synthesis of existing critical and ethical views of data and visualization as well as a call to action to be mindful of the ethical implications of our work, and to cultivate the right values and virtues in our work moving forward.